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Rand note: SA’s developing twin woes of spiking COVID-19 cases, ongoing political 
tensions as key figures attempt to escape prosecution for corruption support the rand 
above R14.00/USD, while globally market sentiment is strong on recovery  
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•   The rand has started Q3.21 at R14.42/USD, but currently is trading at R14.25/USD, 
R16.91/EUR and R19.74/GBP, with an average of R14.35/USD likely this quarter although 
SA remains at risk of its poor vaccination rollout seeing the country fall behind global 
recovery. 

•   Key economies such as the US have covered 50%+ of their populations with effective 
vaccination against COVID-19, bolstering global financial market sentiment of a persistent 
economic recovery, with the US of 7% this year, after last year’s -3.5% y/y (IMF).  

•   Indeed, 2022 economic growth in the US is now also expected by the IMF at 4.9% y/y for 
2022, on the back of fiscal stimulus aimed at infrastructure investment, boosting the 
productivity of the labour market, education, research and development and childcare.  

•   The broad gamut of US planned expenditure includes the American Jobs Plan (AJP) and 
American Families Plan (AFP). State expenditure is expected to increase by around 
US$4.3trillion over the next ten years, although there is uncertainty about the timing. 

•   The IMF however expects that the plans will add 5.3% cumulatively to US GDP over the 
2022 to 2024 period, and predicts a strong productivity boost, which will  both create more 
jobs with better wages, and so reduce inequality and increase inclusive growth. 

•   In particular, the US infrastructure drive focuses on its electricity, telecommunications, 
water and transport sectors to reduce capacity constraints and improve productivity in its 
economy, which SA is aiming for too as its productivity is very constrained by insufficient 
state services. 

•  South Africa saw 26 485 new cases of COVID-19 on Saturday, spiking the seven-day 
rolling average up to 19 143. This exceeds SA’s second wave where new daily cases 
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reached 21 980 at its peak, and a seven-day rolling average peak of 19 042, higher than 
the first wave. 

•   Gauteng has seen its third wave already exceed the peak of the second and first, and this 
is leading the lift in the other provinces still, with new COVID-19 cases accelerating 
noticeably in the Western Cape, and in KwaZulu Natal, the North West and Limpopo 
provinces following. 

•   The rand has gained today, with sentiment boosted by the US fiscal plan. However, for 
EMs COVID concerns are a key detriment, as is the cumbersome process of the 
eradication of corruption in SA, and now increasing water shortages in key areas such as 
Johannesburg. 
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•   While SA currently reports that 3 314 278 individuals have been vaccinated, many have 
not received their second Pfizer dose, while the US reports that 52% of its population is 
fully vaccinated against COVID-19 and the UK is at 59%, and Chile is at 61%. 
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•   The European Union has  finished vaccinating 43% of its population, Israel 61%, Canada 
51%, Mongolia 56%, Germany and China 46%, The Czech Republic 40%, Turkey 30%, 
Cuba 29%, Brazil 25%, global total 21%, Russia 13%, Zimbabwe 4%, Botswana and SA 
3.2%. 

•   So far 3.2bn vaccinations have been administered across 180 countries (Bloomberg), in 
a global population of close to 8 billion, at about 40mn doses a day and it is expected to 
take about seven months to reach a high level of immunity globally (75% - Bloomberg).  

• Advanced economies are expected to get there quicker. Mauritius and Canada estimate 
one month, along with Portugal, Spain, China and Singapore and two months for the EU, 
Japan and Turkey three months, Brazil and the US five months, and Israel six months. 

•   In the EMs not mentioned, Hong Kong, Poland, and Argentina are estimated at four 
months, Hungary and the Czech Republic at three months, Chile two months,  Columbia 
and Malaysia are at six months, Mexico nine months, Thailand, Peru and India thirteen 
months.  

•   Taiwan and Indonesia are estimated at fourteen months, South Korea eighteen months, 
Bulgaria and South Africa two and a half years and Romania two years and nine months. 
The divergence amongst EMs will impact their economic recoveries and investor 
sentiment.   

•   Differentiated recoveries, inflation, growth and interest rates will be key environmental 
factors for EMs and foreign investors, with the rand likely to benefit from higher interest 
arrest as the SARB begins “normalising” its monetary policy, although this would be 
growth negative.   

•  COVID-19, and vaccinations, are a key differentiator too, with many EMs hard hit by the 
COVID-19 delta variant currently, while some have already started hiking interest rates, 
benefiting their currencies but causing others like the rand to have lost out.   

•   The rand is likely to remain at risk, with investor appetite into EM portfolio investments 
already differentiated, but with SA’s up case probability fractionally growing as the country 
inches forward with some reforms and pro-growth changes, albeit with major risks 
outstanding. 
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